In 706, students have been busy using the laptops and computers to complete their Personal Interests. The laptops are being put to good use as we research explorers as part of our HSIE unit on ‘British Colonisation’.

In Literacy we have been improving our Inferring and Questioning skills by engaging with the picture books of acclaimed author, Anthony Browne. Recently, 706 enjoyed presenting short retells from the perspectives of the characters from the picture book ‘PIGGYBOOK’ for parents.

Several class members have signed up for the Premier’s Reading Challenge and Patrick and Nicholas A recently submitted their short stories in the Write4fun 2013 Schools Writing Competition.

In Science we are looking forward to commencing our topic ‘Melting Moments’. We eagerly await the track events as part of the Athletics Carnival this Tuesday.

706 have been praying for Grace as she prepares to receive the sacrament of Holy Communion for the first time. 706, together with the other Year 4 classes attended Benediction on the first Friday of May.